EEB 2208 (Introduction to Conservation Biology)

Homework 12: Poster session

Homework checklist

- Answer every question or you will get no points
- Submit your responses before midnight on the day they are due or you will get no points
- Submit your responses via huskyct using the text submission box (do not enter them into the comments box).

Answer the following questions using information presented in this week’s poster sessions.

1. Give an example of a species that has been affected by overkill.

2. Give an example of a species that has been affected by climate change.

3. Give an example of a species that has been affected by habitat loss.

4. Give an example of a species that has been affected by wildlife trade.

5. Give an example of a species that has been affected by disease.

6. Give an example of a disease that threatens a species with extinction.

7. Give an example of a species (or group of species) that is affected by pollution.

8. Name one thing that you learned in the poster session that surprised you.

9. Explain why it was surprising.

10. For any poster of your choice, give a recommendation of your own that was not presented on the poster.